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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New.
Ben Perini (illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Named to
Kirkus Reviews Best of 2012. Kirkus calls Galya Popoff and the Dead Souls: A wacky but wonderful
new cozy . . . a madcap mystery romp . . . a rollicking adventure the reader will not want to end. It s
five a.m. in the little California coastal town of Santa Maria del Lobo, and Professor Galya Popoff is
waiting for her poodle to finish his rest-stop by the college Campanile. In the darkness, two hundred
feet over their heads, Chancellor Siegfried ( Nazi ) Nottbeck is honing his free climbing skills.
Suddenly, his body plunges out of the night sky and hits the bricks a mere two feet from Galya. The
police write it off as a bizarre accident. But Galya insists it was murder and decides to take charge of
the investigation herself. She drafts her reluctant son, Lance Steele (a.k.a. Pavel Popoff) a down-on-
his-luck Soap star. He s fled Hollywood and bill collectors to temporarily hide out at his mother s
place and work on his tan. The last thing he wants...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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